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Abstract C' )

I

Mali SCHOOL JOURNALISM TEXTBOOKS, 198071985: AN OVERVIEW

A review of high school journalism textbooks published

from 1980-1985 shows that current high school journalism

textbooks tend to cover similar information for skills
....

'developmerit. However, an analysis of he coverage of the

historical and theoretical content shows a disparity among

books.

Specific content areas that were analyzed-in the /
historical and theoretical context were news understanding,

consumerism, mAs media in society, journalism history,

press law/First Amendment freedom, functions of newspapers,

/ responsibility, new technology, careers\nd ethics.

Nine comprehensive textbooks published over a five-year

period were examined. In addition. to the books cited, there

is a supplemental bibliography of helpful adviser-oriented

publications.

A chartfor quick referral allows the Jour alisM

teacher/publications adviser to see what topics are included

in each text.
f
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.TeXtboOkS. : e thy '1.note- than $ te4er's ,dompanion .1417C

guide.? Do.t.hei..in tact Shape stiJci:ents'-attitudes for ,liCe?
..

Do they .4mitte.--,..Studeivps. th.thic? v4hat P;cte:rit: high school

Ijournalim te`xtbooks coVrer grbutied. under',

hist(iriC4).41d ,..thii;5i-e.tica:17-:.10.9tnt? To what extent do.

dal ,wi,th fjourhaliatic skills?
. These arlit-,questtons th-at .educatori fade ''Whet) tackling

..,
,

the 'tough issue of textbook packaltiorl. Textbook were uricier;
.. . .

1 .

'fire long befrire the -'presept*.c14mor for better schools began.
0 ,

(Hechinger, School boards agonize; -teacher's debate;
-,;.:. .

.parentS prqtest:
,,,-,. , ,, ..

High school publibati3OnS- aiaiecfate the teaching of
. ., 4..

journalism in the seondary' school (Scott, 1960).
,

In 1941,
Cora Colbep,..,.,an English.-teacher 'In Salina, Kansas, 'began

!. , ,
what ,,has become known as.tlite 'first high school. journ'alism- ., ,

- ..class..And wrote about it in The- English Journal (19,,13)..
-, '

With the regent growth of 'a national interest in
journalism and, With. the establishment of the
departmerit of Journa4sm at .the. .Un.iversity of
Kansas, several Kansai high schools seem
simultaneously to have fouhded.coures In
journalistic writing.

That same year. Charles GleaSqn and:George Linn wrqte a 40- ,

page' booklet entitled The. School Paper,'.-.whiah-'was printed .by

Eaton and Company in -San Jose, California. three books

quickly followed Newspaper, Editing Hi9h School (1917)
ro"

and Newspaper Writing in High School (1917) by Leon Flint-

and Jotrnal ism for High Schools (1918) by Charles Dillon

4
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. -/ Ei.-Iiicteoptcalc;CUsed.:pn news

c9atni4rirtg",., ..rilkty.s.,..stories'; editorial

:

,

feature*, litik4Up,"flPadlinesi,.copyreadi...hg,. newrape'rtriglish,'

iriter4awingadmertiting,cnewsPaper.termsAand human
o t

,
joritere"6t".4tOrieie Many Oa, lt suc prob1em8 of. student

.

publiOtidnSas statorgan4zationfinanci'al management,

prin%lng, and' adveitising'either fully or
....,

. .
.

uperficial,ly. Some Of them .,discuss the wri-tng of material
. ,

. .,

intended to guide
.

6.i.entertain;the readers, for example,
,

columRt, reviews, stories. Few, Very fw,'discuss.the
.. ,

history.orcial signiticanceof communication media. The

textbooks 'emphasize chiefly newswriting and learning the

.jouTnalittic techniques necessary to produce .student .

.publications (Campbell, 1939).

From 1980-1985, there has belln a flurry of new or

revised textbooks available to the secondary journalism
1'

teacher. These texts have cometa long way since the earlier

books, but has t4he role of marts media in society become a

primary, concern topublishers and aUthors? If, indeed,

textbooks arere designed- to help shape students' attitudes for

life, are such issues as freedom arkd responsibility,

consumerism,( careers, and the role of technology thoroughly

covered in those bookt?

'The subject of freedom and responsibility should not be

).eft solely in the purview of political science and history

classrooms. Studiet of secondary school American history

textbooks show scanty coverage of the First,Amendment, with

a
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little discussion of landmark court decisions (Mehlinger,

: -1981). Leading cloernment a O.history textboo'ksoverlook-
.

chances to relate current issues and events to the

constitutio (Mehlinger, p..124). The.' journalism
.7

techer/adviger can ,correet-these=deficiencies,

The ,importance of textbook selection has been

to.

,4:emphasied ,curriculum:. studies that show most teachers

base ei lessohS. almOst entirely on the textbooks, they are

required to use: ;Teachers explain that they may not cover a

given topic or use a particular approach unless it is in the

chosen text (Hechinger, 1985).

Journalism teachers may have even greater need for
1

.4
textbook support thanIthV ,colleagues require in more

sooL
traditional fields. The 1974 Commission on Inquiry into

High School Journalism (Kennedy Commission) found that fewer

than half of the 363 teachers surveyed had had experience in

journalism. Also,''a minority had taken more than twelve
4

hours of journalism, courses in.collegfk. 'The commission

believed that universitylevel emphasis on the training

of professional journalists had contributed to a dea'rth of

qualified high school teachers.

With a lack of teachers trained in journalism; the job

of high school journalism teacher 'often goes to an English

teacher or to anyone who is assigned to advise the student

newspaper. Not.surprisOgly, the turnover of journalism
vf

teachers is as high as 60 percent annually in some states

(Commission, 1974). The textbook then may become an

6
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'- introduction to media theory and.skills for both the student

an3 the teacher.
.

Studits conducted in the 18 states whiCh have

Atatewide textbook' adoption. and *in the 10 la gest scho61
A

districts in the United States reyealt that four 'textbooks

have been selected sdAinificantly more often, than others.

These are Journalism in the Mass Media by Norman Moyes and

David White, Press Time by Julian Adams and Kenneth
-

Stratto , Journalism' for Today by Donald Terguson and Jim

Patten, and The Mass Media and the SOlool Newspaper.by,DeWitt

Reddick (Knott, 1984).

' Ho4.do the textbooks published from 1980-1985 deal with

mass media? To what extent do the textbooks deal with

journalistic skills versus historical and theoretical

,content? In order to answer these qUestions this study

evaluates nine comprehensive textbooks published over a

five-year period.

The analysis is modeled after Christopher Sterling

overview of mass communication and society texts, whic

notedjethat "increases in thi number of available

books...forces a more focused and selective approach"

(1978),

4

Such an analysis should be valuable to the high school

teacher who needs to compare or contrast available

journalism texts. Whether recommending a broad-based k

general text for school purchase, or selecting a supplement

fOr persdelal reference, the teacher should be able, to mike

a more inforMed choice. The analysis is followed by a

1)1011
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chart, which lists the.specific content areas of eachwkole
P.

in a'eormat designed for easy review.

Specific content. areas that were nalyzed in the
4 I

historical and theoretical conte t were ews understanding,_
) ,

consumerism (or the individual's use of the media), mass
"t**

media grin society, journalism history, press law/Firq

Amendment freedom, functions of newspapers, responsibility,

new technology, careers and ethics.

Although the historical and theoretical content areas

are 'interrelated, the need for consumer education has

. particular signifirce. In the recently published

teacher's guide, The First Amendment: Free Speech and a

Free Press, Thomas Eveslage points out that "many citizens

today either take these freedoms. for granted or don't. kilow

how free they really are. The U.S. Constitution and its

Bill of Rights erode and lose value without proper care."
t,

Eveslage's concern for educating the students, who will

soon become decision-making citizens and leaders, stems in

part from a Gallup Poll, conducted for release at the 1980
v.

First Amendment Congress in Philadelphia. The poll found

.00 that three-quarters\of the American people deb not know what

the First Amendment is. In addition, 37 percent of the

American public thinks that the limits Imposed on the press!

are not harsh enough. "The key finding," Gallup ,said, (FOI

jeport, 1980) "seems to be that the press in America is

fl
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operating in an environment-of'public opinion that is
. t

1

increASingly indifferent and, in some respects, hostile."

Ralph Otwell, as president of the Society of

Professional Journalists, SbX, described (1974) the"

educational' *void that led to Gallup's results':

The problem simply this A great portion of .

the American public ,lacks any real Understanding:of
the role of the press under our Constitution; they
neither know nor appreciate the intent of the
"Fdunding Fathers, as expressed in the First
Amendment; they lack a historical perspective on
the role of themedia, and most.importantly,.they
do not see the crucial link between a free pres8
and a free .society.

Ideally, journalism education in high schobls should be

q0Olunication orietted, said the 'Kennedy Commission (14/4),

adding that its emphasis should be on First Amendment

freedoms as well as ethics and responsibilities of the

media. Instead, the Commissiontrebort suggested, its.g
/16 -

are too often by the 'low statuf of journalism

curriculum.

Adams, Julian, and Kenneth Stratton. Press Time.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1985, 528 pages.

Now in Its fourth editing, Press Time first reached

high ,school classrooms i1 1963. The text continues to offer

variety in content and teachifig aids.. Its current edition

covers mass media and careee planning in two.df its five

well-designed units.

In each unit, chapters begin with a list .of objectives

to guide both teacher and student. Each chapter concludes

with a checklist for students to measure their



understanding, a content hummary, sets of review and
a .

.discussion questions and a sugge6ted project.

book'S intKoductiOn to masa media includes the'

erocess of transkerring ideas from sender to receiver and of x>"

\

IP
recogndzing basic differences between interpersonal and mass

communication. . Students learn how commercial broacl.cast and

print m dia hankie news before examining the functions of

schbol''newspapers.

The text surveys the history bf American newspapers4._,

before presenting the contemporary paper in terms of

publication frequency, content and_special audiences. A

flow chart presents thesteps of newspaper production.

A chapter on the power and responsibility of the press'
* '

stresses the meaning of press freedom as well as the legal

limitations, includidg libel, right of ,privacy, copyright/
10, ;

obscenity and incitements to violence. Students also are

warned to distinguish between f4at and opinion, to watch out

for slanted neW§, and to recognize propaganda.

Student press rights are presented in the light of
40016.:.

constitutional Tirotection'but are quickly qualified by,the

4

-

/
,..

need for guidellnes based on responsibility to'school and

10 .

community audiences.

In offering praCtical advice on choosing a career in

journalism, the text includes prjoltiles of working professionals
t.4

in print, brdadcast and photography posit1ons. It encourages

the student to seek practical writing experience as well as a

*1 0
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college, educationin order to prepare tor a future in a highly

competitive' job market. :1

Press Time sclearly emphasizes skills over history and
4

theory, but it is a logically organized, readkble and

'graphically pleasing'text.
X

With the comprehensive text, Prentice-Hall offers a
4

I

Teacher's Guide, which includes lesson plans for each of the

books chapters. The plans offer a general object e, 7

importan terms for student understaNding, and suggest

'teaching strategies. The new or overworked Oteacher will

welcome the guide's answers to chapter review and discussion

questions, while the 'experienced' teacher can delve into an'

extensive bibliography qaprint and audio - visual' resources.

In short, the guide provides helpful tools'for all teachers.

A Press Time: . Practice Book adds another'dimensionAo

the text's. usage. Two or more follow-up bxercises are
ti

offered for each of the twenty chapters, ranging from

writing leads to assembling compo'site news' stories.

Atidents ban" gain practice improving style, writing/

headlines and preparing an od layout.

Bohle, Robert H. From News to. Newsprint. Englewood
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 268 pages.

The focus of this new text is clear4y stated in its
,

subtitle: "Producing a Student Newspaper." A]1 l?ut three

of .its seventeen.chapterS carry the beginning journalism'
qr 1

student through the process of sch ol;paper production,

starting with stf organization an 3 copy flow and ending,

with ii!tistribution and promotion. BCit. Bohle, a former

I.

V..
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6

cmmunity college- adviser,' i.s carefUl t10 include-a sampling

of history and theory and to Add a bibliography for further

1reading on each chapter topic.
.

Each chapter,end& with a vocabulary list Qf new terms.

A glospry at the end of the text includes all the

vocabUlarly lists, plus new terms that the student may need

'to refer to. Chapters also list suggebted projects and

occasional exercises to reinforce skills or concepts.

The Fbook's "introduction to newspaRering" includes a

brief history of the professioial press, followed 'by a'

history of ,school newspapers. It then cover*: such news

values as prominence, human interest, timeliness, proximity

and conflict; using ex4mples from the commercial and the

'College press. Newspaper language is introduced through a

fictitious conversation between a reporter and editor

Reporter: Hey chief...t'vq, got a goQd angle fqx 4 page
1 story with a Sidebar.

Editor: Oh yeah? What's the slant? (p. 12)

The text's chapter on legal and ethical issues covers

1§141libel, privacy and obscenity; includesithe dent Press Law

Center's model guidelines; addresses the still ambiguous
*

question of rights of the adviser; and annotates fourteen

sign'if icant stud6nt press law cases, occurring betWeen."1967
4itt

0
an4.1975. The omission of more recent cases is the only

V

flaw in its otherwise 'comprehensive coverage of legal,

issues.
4

4
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tions knowledge oiler the years.

t
12...

. .

Fttarti.News to Newsprint. is introduced as a text for high*
, .

. ,

sch65 anal, !college journalism:classes.' Its thrust, haWever,
--..

is. toward. college level. But the'experiepced htqh,school;
, .,

.

1

'r.teacher, working. with 11th and 12th grade students, could
. ..

.

consider it. as an alternatio to-Presos,Time. Both gooks are"
qt%

from Prentice-HaliA e.

Engli0,, Earl, and Clarence Hach.' Scholastic
Journalism. Amesortoya: Iowa State University,
PreSS, 1984, 331 Ages.

The grandfather of,.high schodI texts An this study,

first copyrighted in 1950, Scholastic. Journalism new appears

in its seventh editibni The tight,' grey two7colutn''format

of the book'S earliest editions has made rodm foi more.

photographs and 411u-strations. And its content and

'Activities'have grown with the acceleration of compunica-

4

-The last of the text's livenksections examines the mass

media through chapter toPics.ranging from nelirper

function, to magazinesto broadcasting and the space

frontier. The oldest of texts- in this an6bybis covers the

newest deVelopments of the'Zommunications revolution:

satellites, cable television, pay television, cable.

, programming and direct broadcast satellite transmission.

Scholastic's chapter On newspaper function discusses
P,

professional eipics as well as the newspaper's roles as

commentator; entertainer, community crusader and advertiser.

The function' of representing special groups is emphasized in

content on the ethnic, black and religious prets.

.10

I'.
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Under "Canons of Journellism," the text offers the
1. 4

)

merican.Society of Newspaper Editors 1.03 Code of,Ethics
.0.

or comparison with the.Associated Press Managing' Editors'
,...,

0 l
.

975 code. rt includes a photograph of the Journalist's
No

Creed, reprodvedon.a bronze plaque At the Udiversity of .

y
.

Missouri School'of Journalism. A separate -chapter on
, 4

standards of wod 'newspaper vractice offers cr*eria to

r" judge papers' policies and.practices, including the use of

4

propag4nda devices.

The rieW technology and its effects are illustrated by

graphics ranging from the UPI worldwide communications,

:center to,thel step-by-step process of how a local story gets

in the hometown newspaper.

The student's introduftion to press iaw comes through

the text's chapter on student press guidelines. It quotes

the'Tinker decision that neither "students nor teachers shed

their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or

expressidn at the schoolhouse gate" (Tinker v. Des Moines

Independent School DistAtr, 391 U.S. 503; 1969) and points
..N

oubhthat fear` of school disruption is not a basis for prior

restraint or censorship. Although the guidelines discuss

libel, .rightof privacy and obscenity as areas'leading

to legal action, they do not cast a chillipg effect on press

freedom.

The text's familiar, straightforward approach in its

outlined content is neither p4tronizing nor esoteric. It

Continues to offer both student and.t%acher a broad scope of

unfiltered fact and eory, with a wide selection of

4
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eVercises concluding each chapter. Still a skills-otiented

resource, its most obviouit omissions are lack of specific

content on.newspaper history and career guidance.

Ferguson, Donald and Jim Patten. Journalism Today!
Lincolnwood, Ill.: National Textbook Company, 1986,
357 page's. ,

.

Although Journalism Today! has a 1986 copyright, it was

issued April 1, 1985 and falls within the five-year span

being evaluated for this paper,...

Originally published. in 1972 as Journalism for Today:

An Introduction'for
"!,

High School Students, the up5ated
cI

Journalism Today! focuses on the many anges that,have

swept the mass media. /.

This text offers a thoughtful prese ation on thetc
,

responsibilities of the media, including d\brief discussion
1

of the Ariel Sharon libel suit against Tim6Imagazine (g.

26). It offers a performance checklist for he consumer of

the mass media (p. 21) which allows for a,hea"thy classroom

discussion.

Journalism Today! includes career profilgstthat are

handled much like the ones in Press Time. They are timely,

readable and provide a realistic look at varied Oareers.

They include the famous (Richard Clarkson-p.235) and the

not-so famous (Marcia Neville-p.171).

In the discussion of news un anding, Ferguson and

Patten have the benefit of their most recent publication

date'and take advantage of using Britain's PrincifiCharles

15



and PrincOs Diana and their two children, William and

Henry, to make a point about prominence.

This textbook is heavy bn laboratory exercises that.

appear at each chapter's conclusion. It is designed, as r

Ferguson and Patten write in their introduction, "to start

students writing real sto10ries about real people very 4

quickly. We are short on formulas, long qp pushing students

to think and experiment."

Gilmore, Gene. Inside High School Journalism.
Glenview, Ill.:. Scott, Foresman and Company, 1983,
244 pages.

Graphically, Inside High School Journalism is on the

top of the list of these textbooks for its design and

orderlines's. Its colorful cover.and use of red chapter

headings and subheads makestthis a book that's. hard to put

down.

Throughout the text are bits of journalistic trivia
. 4

that are strategically placed and should appeal to the high

school audience. For example, the following "extra"
As'

appeared in the chaper on "Writing Editorials" (pa'ges 87-

97).

The California legislature, 4Khose members felt
.

they had been caricatured once too often, passed
an anti-cartoon law in 1899; it was never
etforced. (p. 93)

Inside High School Journalism is concisely written,

101more so than any of the other books evaluated in this study.
4

It reflects the author's background as a copy editor. That

is furthet" evidenced by the fact that the strongest.:chapters

in the textbook are the ones on "Editing the News," "The Art

16
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of Writing Headlines," and "Designing News. aPers and News

Magazines."

The chapter divider"Pages:feature excellent photographs

that can be used for in-class discussion purposes and as

good examples for, student photographers.

This text seems to appeal to schools whi6h may only

-offer a one-semester journalism course. It laOk's depth in

the history and theoretical content, and has some omissions

in the skills content (depth reporting, surveys 'and consumer

fOurnalism and staff organization).

Many high school students today are concerned with job

possibilities,, and Gilmore's chapter on "Careers in

Journalism" provides salary informationfObb descriptions

and hints bn how to prepare for a career in journalism.

The 30-paleTeacher's Resource Book that accompanies

Inside High School Journalism suggests activities that can

be adapted to any journalism clasbroom. In addition to

teaching suggestions, there are four supplemental editing

exercises and a section of chapter review antwers.

Harwood, William. Writing and Editing School
News. Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton. Printers, 183,
354 pages.

qie

Writing and Egiiting School is designed as a

project text in basic newswriting and editing that allows

instructors to devote full time to teaching.

This text, is an excellent sppifement to a high school

journalism skills course -- but .fit -ii. freak on the

theor4tical content. AlthoUgh there are somebrief .

appendices whiqh deal with the history of Anerican

v.

17



journalism and school press organizations, there are no

discussion assignments or activities covering First

Amendment freedom, responsibility of the press, or press

law.,

0

The appendix on school press organizations discusses

the National School Yearbook/Newspaper Association "(p. 324),

which has been out of business since 1979. Another appendix

discusses the potential value of a broad-based journalism,'

.course that makes students aware of the social problems

involved with the mass media and how to improve tHe;Mass

media (p. 325).

An introductory chapter includes the American Society

of Newspaper Editors Statement of Principles and the

Associated Press Managing Editors Code of-Ethics, which can

be used to begin a discuss* on freedom, resp9nsibility,,

. and ethioa. However, the inexperienced teacher may feel

ill-prepared to lead such.a discussion if thils;is the only
Y4

test available.

Harwood provides helpful bibliogr

each chapter that can help a tead4er b

'about a particular topic.

s at the end of

more confident

Moyes, Norman. Journalism. Lexington, Mass.:
Ginn and Company, 1984, 598 pages.

This is a newer version of the text Journalism in

the Mass ,Media, which Moyes first edited in 1970 with David

Manning Whiter Journalism in the Mass Media, last

published 'n 1979, is only available on contract to

a limited nUmber of school systems. Journalism is the text

18
qt



that the publisher, Ginn and Comi3any, is promoting as its

scholastic journalism offering.

Let there be ne7istake, however., this is a new t4xt and

of title with an increased emphasis on giving a comprehensive

picture of school media as well as the profesgional media.

its colorful.,cover and pleasing'graphics make it appeal to

students who have grown up during the video generation.

The text s divided into three parts:. The Mass Media

in a Democratic Society, The Role of the Journalist in a

Democratic Society, and The High School Jolurnalist and the

School Media,

Part I skims 'over the development of mass-

/communication /media. A first reading find$ only on

paragraph dealing with freedom of the press:

Journalism acquired status withthe "freedom of
the press" clause. Recognizing the need for an'
informed\electorate the framers of the Bill of
Rights designated that clause as the First
Amendment of the Constitution. (p. 24)

It is follOwed by Article 1 of the Constitution.

The author redeems himself, however, when he carefully 41'

discusses "Preserving a Free and Responsible Press" later in

the text, which traces four implications of the "free and

responsible press/': an impartial source of information,

guardian of the public's interest, defender of freedom under

law, and ally of the consumer (pp. 272-304). It 'seems

appropriate that Moyes has placed this chapter in the

section of the book that deals with the journalist's role in

a democratic society. It emphasizes the students' dual **
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roles as preservet of a,democrakic society and responsible

member of the-community. His "ABCs of Credibility" an

worth noting by all journalism teachers (pp. 276-277). he

learning activities provided at the end of the chapter are

timely: national security, 'antinuclear demonstrations, news

leaks, credibility gap,'and censorship (p. 304).

Moyes has done an excellent job analyzing careers and

the impact new technology-will have, on people. The chapters

that deal with magazines, the nonprint media, public

relations 4nd advertising, and technology are compact yet

concise, with usually effective photos and charts'to clarify'

understanding. By illustrating a query letter in the

section on magazines, periodicals and books, the author

encourages students to Look outside the school community for

publishing ventures - a necessity for preparing for the

future (p. 63). The photo, however, depitting a student

recording a swimming meet' with a porta-pac camera and full-
,

size teleAAsion monitor at poolside, dates the chapter and

should have been excluded (p. 128).

One of the most valuable and effective class

assignments found in all of the textbooks is in ,Moyes'

chapter on technology (p. 138). It requires the

establishment of student teams to identity and visit

community print/publishing shops,'radio/television stations,

and computer companies.

The 253-page Teacher's Resource Book is composed pf

three ections: strategy 'laboratory andreferences..

20
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The strategy section contains practical suggestions for

presenting and teadhing eadlichapter in the text. There are
I ,

further activities and optionsbreiated to the chapter, as

well as a list of films, filmstrips or slides thathave

relevance to the subject; ,matter.
6

The laboratory section provides the lab activity for

the students and-can be duplicated to provide,sufficient

copies for :everyone in the class.

Thit-resource book ev4 adds an "end of course" test of
IOW

100 objective-type items that allow the teacher to assess

the students' mastery of the concepts and skills presented

in the text.

Paschal, J. F. (ed.) Springboard to JournaljAm.
New York: Columbia Scholastic Press Advisers'
Asaociation, 1985, 72 pages.

The editor states that advisers and student journalists

ithave used Springboard to Journalism s a basic text in some

situations, aA supplementary text in other, situations, and

as ,a classroom workbook in many situations. .If, indeed, it

is used as textbook, then it lacks the depth that provides

A broad-based perspective.

This book can be considered as a supplement to a.

journalism classroom. It is the fourth edition of a popular

title cond includes the work of many, authors, many of them

known for their expertise in advising student publications.

The value in this publication is in the activities

A

provided for the teacher. The skills orientation 1,,p similar



to other texts, albeit an abbreviated, yet'thorough,

presentation.

"Legal Rights and the Responsibilities of Scholastic

Publisations" (chapter 11, pp. 60-68) provides a readable,

-comprehensive discussion of student press chllenges that is

not found in the broad-based textbooks. Responsibility is

emphasized and there are examples .of how to avoid problems.

A chart of "Significant Cases Involving Students' FteedOm of

. Expression" (pp. 67-68) is the most up -to -date in all of the

texts analyzed.

The "Selected Journalism Bibliography" (pp. 69M0)

inciudeS readings on cateers, ethics and law, history and

"mass communications.

Springboard to Journalism is 72 pages of helpful advice

to a student.pUblicgtions adviser that would be strengthened
.41

With a stronger emphasis on historical and theoretical

content.

Reddick, DeWitt. The Mass Media and the Scho91
Newspaper. Belmont, California: Wadswotth, 1985,
448 pages.

This second edition of DeWitt Reddick's book only

improves on the 1976 edition. Although the author died in

1980, he had completed the major revisions.and hi .son and

daughter, B and Alicia, saw the book hr ugh

completion. lb

Reddick, who devoted more than 50 years of his life to

schofastic journalism, quickly gives the reader some

cak;

perspective about the miss media in a cha ging society. He

(j,'104
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observes that it is necessary to understand the complex ways

in which society and media interact and that there is still

pioneering to be done in the field (pp. 5-7). It makes for

a nice challen4e to students. His perspective and respect

for the field are clearly evident in his writing style.

The discussion of lihel, invasioh of privacy,

government control and press freedom are1brief. By not

citing specific court cases other than the landmark 1969

Tinker

v. Des Moines Community School District, he avoids

the problem of contradictory school prbps law vases that

seemed to garner attention in the late '70s and early '80s.

His extensive bibliography ptovides a guide for teachers

(pp. 429-434).

Reddick is one of the few authors who discusses how an

individual call/get the most use from the media. (pp. 57-67):

Consumerism. is one are_lhat seemed weak in all of the

textbooks surveyed.

The emphasis in this textbook is clearly on the school

newspaper and, as such, provides little on careers. 46w can
4

students reLate what they are doing in the classroom to a

future vocation? A chart condenses what should have been a

longer discussion into "The Expanding World of

Communication",(p. 425). It is Igood chart tp duplicate. to

display in the journalism classroom.

411,Accompanyingthe textbook is Journalism ExerLse'and

Resource Book: Aids for Teaching Hi h School Journalism, a

257-page skills-oriented workbook. f particular mention is

the section designed to use with the chapter on freedom and



responsibility (pp.. 197 -198). Here the adviser has many

activities to choose f om that stretch the students' minds

and createyhealthy classroom discussion. A section.

devoted.to consumerism encourages the teacher to make

students "use" the media and to clirify their understanding

of it.

Bdth books are graphically pleasing. Chapter divider

pages have timely photographs, although some photos in the

text seem outdated (i.e. the very young syndicated columnist
4

Liz Smith interviewirA an equally young Robert Redford)

(p. 165).

Five supplementary books published from 1980-1985

annotated in the bibliography. These books werd included

for their usefulness to journalism teachers and student

publications advisers.

Conclusion

This analysis shows that current high school journalism

textbooks tend to cover similar information for student,

development of skint. The need for basic skills in

newspaper writing and production is hardly debatable. each

text helps..the teacher organize and present introActory

material for the newspaper staffer or potential college

journalism major. Such baCkground is. essential.

The books vary in,level of skills instructidn.

contrast .was presentAd in discussion of the two Prentice-

Hall published texts, Press Time and From News to

Newsprint. The selection of an appropriate text should

24
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depend not only on the students' need's, but also. on the high

school teacher's background in journalism.

Clearly,'the skills emphasis.iS mgreiZgent thah the

introduction-to historical or theoretical content. But

teachers must be mindful of the need to prepare students' for
4

1.. N

their roles as citizens and journalists'in a democratic

society. Although only a few of them will become journar

professidik all.shouId be able to leave the high school

classroom as more knowledgeable consumersof.mass media.

Therefore, the theoretical content of high school texts

sh;?uld not-be relegated to the end of the semester; or

skimmed only as substance for an occasional quiz.
4

fs
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